Cossu, Rossini, and Marshall (1993) They take these data as falsifying some popular notions about the association between phonological awareness and reading acquisition. The paper raises several questions.
(1) What particular notion is the target of CRM's attack? This is not completely clear. In the early parts of the paper, the authors appear to focus on the idea of a unidirectional relation from phonological awareness to reading, and the studies they criticize are among those that have been cited as supporting that particular type of relation. The impression at that point is that they are taking sides in the old controversy around the "direction of causality" question, ignoring repeated criticisms of the simplistic way in which that question has generally been asked (Bertelson, 1986; Bertelson & de Gelder, 1989; Bertelson, Morais, Alegria, & Content, 1985; Content, 1991; Morais, Alegria, & Content, 1987) . But later (p. 154) they shift their line of fire to any hypothesis implying a necessary relation, in whatever direction, between the two terms. We shall hereafter take that more reasonable notion as representing CRM's target.
